***SanDisk in Tefen is looking for Graduates***

**SW Engineer (position # 2058)**

**Job Responsibilities:**
The engineer will need to design and develop SW for Windows environment.

**Requirements:**
- BSC or BA in Computer Science or Computer Engineering
- Graduate or up to 1 year experience in developing SW.
- Good knowledge and past experience in using C, C++ language and PC/Windows based application development environment.
- Experience/courses in Embedded SW environment is an advantage.
- Experience/courses in real-time C and assembly level programming is an advantage.
- Experience/courses in Object oriented design is an advantage.
- Good verbal and inter-personal communication skills in Hebrew and English.
- Average grades > 80 – Please add formal grades sheet.

**FW Engineer (position # 2110)**

**Job Responsibilities:**
The engineer will need to design, develop new features for Embedded FW and maintenance of Embedded FW.

**Requirements:**
- BSC or BA in Computer Science or Computer Engineering
- Graduate or up to1 year experience in developing F/W for embedded systems.
- Experience/courses in real-time C and assembly level programming is an advantage.
- Experience/courses in an ASIC environment / Embedded Systems is preferred.
- Good knowledge of real time operating systems is an advantage.
- System analysis skills.
- Good verbal and inter-personal communication skills in Hebrew and English.
- Fair knowledge of SW engineering methodologies and protocols.
- Average grades > 80 advantage – Please add formal grades sheet.

Please send CV's to - sandisk_tefencv@talent-sys.com